OKSHINE Communicate

OKSHINE’s Direct Secure Messaging (DSM) is a secure method to share information electronically.

Features and Benefits:
- Securely connect to providers you trust
- Share results quickly
- Electronically consolidate patient care and treatment histories
- Easy to use, safe, and secure
- Communicate replaces faxing, mailing, or patient hand carrying

What can you send?
- Communications with payers, including prior authorizations for prescriptions, visits & tests, claims resolution, etc.
- Continuity of Care Documents (CCDs)
- Referral Documents
- Transition of Care Documents
- Hospital Discharges
- Summary of Care Documents
- Test Results
- Patient Encounter Notes
- Medications and Allergies
- Anything you might consider faxing

Unlimited monthly messages and users
Ability to receive OKSHINE Clinical Portal Notifications to DSM account

Included with OKSHINE participation

E: OKSHINE@okhca.org  P: 405-522-7458  W: http://oklahoma.gov/ohca/okshine